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Introduction

Maintaining separate Local Area Networks (LANs) and Storage Area Networks (SANs) is an expensive proposition. Help is on the way with the convergence of storage and network traffic onto a single high-performance 10Gb/s Ethernet (10GbE) infrastructure using Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE).

Studies have shown that network convergence provides the potential for substantial cost savings that include up to:

- 35% savings for server adapters
- 25% savings for network switches
- 28% savings for cables
- 91% savings for cable installation
- 50% savings for power and cooling

Although these savings are highly beneficial, enterprise-class data centers still have concerns about adopting new technologies. Typical questions include:

- Are there standards that will insure interoperability?
- Is there a steep learning curve?
- What about existing investments in hardware and software?
- Will this be disruptive to my current operations?
- Are there reliable suppliers that have proven track records?

As part of the continuing SAN Virtuosity series, this white paper introduces network convergence and FCoE, and provides an overview on how to plan for a successful deployment. It will highlight how key products and technologies from Emulex, Cisco and VMware answer the critical questions that must be resolved so that deployments can go forward with a high level of confidence.
VMware and the Next Generation Server

For most data centers, the story of FCoE and network convergence begins with new servers. Next-generation multi-core, multi-processor servers from Intel and AMD are providing a substantial increase in processing capability and memory capacity when compared to older x86 servers that are reaching the end of their useful life. These new systems are ideal for server virtualization and VMware vSphere is the market-leading platform of choice.

VMware vSphere enables data centers to leverage server virtualization to save capital and operating expenses and deliver computing resources in an agile, cost-effective way. Built on the ESX/ESXi hypervisor, VMware vSphere encompasses a comprehensive suite of products to optimize and manage the VMware virtualization environment.

The combination of VMware vSphere and Fibre Channel SANs provide a scalable and reliable data infrastructure to support key server virtualization features that include:

- VMware vMotion — Moving virtual machines (VMs) from between physical servers without disrupting applications to better allocate resources and facilitate server deployments and upgrades
- VMware High Availability — Automatic restarting of VMs on a different server to insure continual application services if a physical server fails
- VMware Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) — Dynamic allocation and balancing of computing resources aggregated into resource pools to optimize use of data center resources

As increased server and memory capacity enable much higher virtualization ratios, I/O bandwidth becomes a critical concern. Most data centers are currently using separate 1Gb/s Ethernet (1GbE) and Fibre Channel networks which results in a large number of adapter ports, switch ports and cables. For a typical virtualized server, this includes:

- Two or more host bus adapters (HBAs) with connectivity to a Fibre Channel SAN to support VM data traffic
- Four or more 1GbE adapters to support LAN requirements for applications running in VMs
- 1GbE adapter for VMware vMotion
- 1GbE adapter for VMware vCenter management

The end result is a high capital expense (CapEx) for network infrastructure and large operating expense (OpEx) for power, cooling and management time. Fortunately, help is on the way.

The first part of the solution is 10Gb/s Ethernet (10GbE). Two 10GbE ports will provide 40Gb/s of total bidirectional bandwidth, more than enough to replace 6-10 1GbE ports that would typically be installed on a virtualized server. Many of the new multi-core servers ship with two 10GbE ports included as a LAN-on-motherboard (LOM) component, so there’s no need to buy additional Ethernet adapters.

The next part of the solution is new networking technologies that allow Fibre Channel storage I/O to be transmitted over a 10GbE infrastructure.
Network Convergence and Data Center Bridging

The potential benefits with transmitting data over a TCP/IP network have been recognized for several years. The Fibre Channel over IP (FCIP) protocol was developed by the Internet Engineering Task Force, but has not gained critical mass for data center deployments. The Internet Small Computer System Interface (iSCSI) protocol supports carrying SCSI commands over IP networks and has seen a growing rate of adoption. Particularly well suited for small and medium sized data centers, iSCSI has been limited by 1Gb/s bandwidth and potentially high latencies.

For Fibre Channel deployments, the problem with using traditional Ethernet has been the potential requirement to re-send lost data packets that results in unacceptably high latencies. Although normal TCP/IP traffic is not adversely affected with lost and re-sent packets, Fibre Channel storage requires a low-latency data stream transmitted over a “lossless” Ethernet.

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has been working with Cisco, Emulex and other network companies to define a set of standards to resolve these issues. Originally introduced as Convergence Enhanced Ethernet (CEE), the official IEEE standard will be called Data Center Bridging (DCB) when fully approved. The DCB standard enables multiple traffic types over a single link with lossless behavior and low latency.

The key standards that support network convergence are shown in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Standards Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority-based Flow Control (PFC)</td>
<td>Allows traffic assigned to specified classes of service to be lossless, with priorities based on the class of service</td>
<td>IEEE 802.1Qbb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Service (QoS)</td>
<td>Supports 8 priorities for network traffic on a single physical Ethernet link</td>
<td>IEEE 802.1p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced Transmission Selection (ETS)</td>
<td>Guarantees bandwidth to priorities while permitting additional bandwidth when available. ETS is particularly useful for “bursty” environments that can have occasional high I/O levels.</td>
<td>IEEE 802.1Qaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Center Bridging eXchange (DCBX)</td>
<td>Validates communication between DCB-capable devices and assists configuration management</td>
<td>IEEE 802.1Qaz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 – Data Center Bridging Standards

Fibre Channel over Ethernet

Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) is an extension of the Fibre Channel standard defined by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and enables Fibre Channel I/O to be transmitted over a lossless Ethernet network. Fibre Channel is defined by ANSI standard FC-BB-1 through FC-BB-4 and the FCoE extension is defined by ANSI standard FC-BB-5.

The FCoE protocol specification includes encapsulation of a complete Fibre Channel frame within an Ethernet frame, avoiding the overhead of any intermediate protocols (see Figure 1).
This lightweight encapsulation ensures that FCoE-capable Ethernet switches are less compute-intensive and provide low latency performance that is required for a Fibre Channel network. By retaining Fibre Channel as the upper layer protocol, the technology fully supports Fibre Channel functionality, including fabric login, zoning and Logical Unit Number (LUN) masking, and ensures compatible, secure access to networked storage.

**Converged Network Hardware Components**

The key hardware components that support FCoE and network convergence are host-based Converged Networks Adapters (CNAs) and DCB-enabled network switches that support FCoE.

**Emulex OneConnect™ Universal CNA**

The Emulex OneConnect™ Universal CNA product family supports multiple protocol offloads for networking and storage. Using a common hardware platform, protocol support is controlled by the “personality” that is loaded in flash memory. The OneConnect product family includes baseline 10GbE NICs and adapters that support FCoE or iSCSI storage protocols with hardware offloads. The OneConnect “pay-as-you-go” approach allows customers to begin with a 10GbE NIC and then add storage protocols using a software-based enablement process.

Within the OneConnect family, the Emulex OCe10102-F is a single-chip, second-generation 10GbE CNA that supports FCoE and DCB. The OCe10102-F offloads Fibre Channel protocol processing from the CPU, providing high performance storage connectivity and optimized CPU utilization. The OCe10102-F also leverages ten generations of advanced, field-proven Emulex LightPulse™ Fibre Channel HBA technology, making them ideal for server I/O consolidation.
Cisco Nexus 5000 Series Switches

The Cisco Nexus 5000 Series Switches transform the data center with innovative, standards-based, multilayer, multiprotocol, and multipurpose Ethernet-based fabric. They help enable any transport over Ethernet, including Layer 2 and Layer 3 traffic, and storage traffic, all on one common data center-class platform. The Nexus family of rack switches delivers high-performance, low-latency 10 Gigabit Ethernet with DCB and FCoE support.

The Cisco Nexus 5000 Series Switches are ideal for enterprise-class data center server access layer and smaller-scale, midmarket data center aggregation deployments. They can be deployed across a diverse set of traditional, virtualized, unified, and high-performance computing (HPC) environments.

As part of the network foundation for Cisco Data Center Business Advantage, the Cisco Nexus 5000 Series Switches are designed to address the business, application, and operational requirements for current and future data centers.

Cisco Nexus 5000 Series Switches provide:

- Architectural flexibility to support diverse business and application needs
- Infrastructure simplicity to decrease the total cost of ownership
- Increased agility and flexibility for traditional deployments with easy migration to virtualized, unified, or HPC environments
- Enhanced business resilience with greater operational continuity
- Ability to use existing operational models and administrative domains for easy deployment

Converged Network Deployment with VMware ESX

Server virtualization is a top-of-mind issue for most data centers and one of the key drivers of FCoE deployments. FCoE-enabled network convergence significantly reduces the number of cables, switch ports and adapters, as shown in Figure 3, for an ESX environment.

*Figure 3 Port reductions using a OneConnect CNA in a rack-mount server running ESX*

DCB-enabled Cisco Nexus switches and Emulex CNAs provide the building blocks needed for an enterprise-class data center to add FCoE to their data center. FCoE switches, provisioned at the edge of the network, detect
Ethernet frames with encapsulated Fibre Channel frames and pass them along to the Fibre Channel Forwarder (FCF) for communication to the SAN. When the switch is configured for FCoE, Fibre Channel frames can be routed over a FC uplink port that can be connected to a Fibre Channel switch (E-port or NPIV mode) or storage array (F-port). Ethernet ports on the switch provide connectivity to the LAN.

Figure 4 Converged network deployment and access to SAN

Although a single physical adapter, the Emulex OCE10102-F CNA is recognized by ESX as both an HBA and a NIC as shown in Figure 5. The ESX server, in turn, provides networking and storage access for VMs hosted on the ESX server.

Figure 5 The ESX hypervisor views the CNA as an HBA and a NIC

Configuration and management of the ESX server is performed with VMware vCenter® Server. OCE10102-F ports are visible in the vCenter Configuration Tab in the storage adapter view and the network adapter view. When deploying multiple CNAs for failover and load balancing, Fibre Channel multipathing and NIC teaming would be configured.
Conclusion

FCoE and network convergence are ready for deployment and particularly well suited for virtualized servers.

The final step is to answer the questions that we began with:

Q: Are there standards that will insure interoperability?
A: Yes. DCB and FCoE technologies are based on IEEE and ANSI standards.

Q: Is there a steep learning curve?
A: No. FCoE and DCB use the same procedures and management tools that are in place today for Ethernet-based LANs and Fibre Channel-based SANs.

Q: What about existing investments in hardware and software?
A: Existing investments in network hardware and software can still be used and are fully leveraged. In particular, servers with CNAs can connect to the same SANs and LANs that today support traditionally configured servers with separate HBAs and NICs.

Q: Will this be disruptive to my current operations?
A: No. FCoE and DCB can be added at the edge of the network, typically with new servers that are ideal for server virtualization. Existing applications can be virtualized when appropriate. VMware ESX server clusters can also be upgraded non-disruptively. Using vMotion, a server’s workload can be moved to other servers in the cluster during downtime to replace NICs and HBAs with CNAs.

Q: Are there reliable suppliers that have proven track records?
A: Yes. FCoE and DCB are enabled with adapters and switches from companies like Emulex and Cisco that have proven track records for networking products with enterprise-class data centers.